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In a ferromagnetic heterostructure, the interplay between Rashba spin-orbit coupling and exchange

splitting gives rise to a current-driven spin torque. In a realistic device setup, we investigate the

Rashba spin torque in the diffusive regime and report two major findings: (i) a nonvanishing torque

exists at the edges of the device even when the magnetization and effective Rashba field are

aligned; (ii) anisotropic spin relaxation rates driven by the Rashba spin-orbit coupling assign the

spin torque a general expression T ¼ Ty
kðhÞm� ðŷ �mÞ þ Ty

?ðhÞŷ �mþ Tz
kðhÞm� ðẑ �mÞ

þTz
?ðhÞẑ �m, where the coefficients Ty;z

k;? depend on the magnetization direction. Our results agree

with recent experiments. VC 2013 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4812663]

The concept of current-driven spin-orbit torque in ultra-

thin ferromagnetic heterostructures1,2 and diluted magnetic

semiconductors3 is attracting attention for providing an effi-

cient magnetization switch mechanism using just one ferro-

magnet. In contrast to the conventional spin-transfer torque

that demands a spin-polarized current generated by a refer-

ence ferromagnet or polarizer,4,5 the spin-orbit torque

accomplishes magnetization switching by transferring angu-

lar momentum between the spin and orbital degrees of free-

dom through a spin-orbit coupling. In ferromagnetic

heterostructures typically made of magnetic trilayers com-

prising an ultrathin ferromagnetic film sandwiched between

a noble metal and an insulator, experiments and theories

have uncovered a spin-orbit torque of the form2,6,7

T ¼ T?ŷ �mþ Tkm� ðŷ �mÞ; (1)

where m is the magnetization direction and ŷ is the direc-

tional unit vector, see Fig. 1. Two components in Eq. (1) are

usually referred to as in-plane (Tk) and out-of-plane (T?)

torques.

The current understanding of the origin of spin-orbit tor-

que in ferromagnetic heterostructures combines spin-Hall

effect8 and spin-orbit field effects. In the former, a spin cur-

rent is generated by the spin-Hall effect in the noble metal

layer and injected into the ferromagnet to produce a tor-

que.9,10 In the latter, symmetry breaking across the interface

between the noble metal and the ferromagnet induces a spin

splitting in the band structure, leading to a nonvanishing

current-induced spin-orbit field. One version of this spin-

orbit field effect is the so-called Rashba torque1 where an

applied electric field E directed parallel to the thin film ferro-

magnet produces a nonequilibrium Rashba field BR / ẑ � E.

Recent works have emphasized the complexity of these tor-

ques as functions of material parameters.11 Of most interest

to the present study, it has been shown that the spin-orbit tor-

que possesses a complex angular dependence that is not

captured by earlier models based on either spin-Hall effect

or Rashba torques.12

In this Letter, we use a set of coupled spin-charge diffu-

sion equations6 to characterize the Rashba spin torque in a

square-shaped device with a width (and length) L, see Fig. 1.

We highlight two major findings. First, even when the mag-

netization m is aligned along the effective spin-orbit field

(along the ŷ direction), the spin-orbit torque does not vanish

at the edges of the device. Second, the torque amplitudes are

size-dependent and vary with the magnetization direction, a

behavior to be referred as angular dependence.

A schematic view of the device is shown in Fig. 1(a).

The inversion asymmetry across the interfaces generates a

Rashba type spin-orbit coupling from the potential gradient

along the ẑ direction. In this quasi-two-dimensional system,

the diffusive dynamics of nonequilibrium spin density S and

charge density n are described by6

@n

@t
¼Dr2nþB$xy �SþC$xy �mnþR$xy �mðS �mÞ; (2)

@S

@t
¼ Dr2S� S

ssf
� Sþ Szẑ

sDP

�m� ðS�mÞ
su

þ B$xyn

�DxcS�mþ 2C$xy � Sþ 2Rðm � $xynÞm
þC½m� ð$xy � SÞ þ $xy � ðm� SÞ�: (3)

The parameters are �h ¼ 1;C ¼ avFkFs, C ¼ aDxcvFkFs2=2;
R ¼ aD2

xcs
2=2, and B ¼ 2a3k2

Fs2. a is the Rashba parameter

and $xy � ẑ � $. The momentum relaxation time is s and

spin relaxation time due to magnetic impurities is given phe-

nomenologically by ssf , whereas sDP ¼ 1=2a2k2
Fs is the

D’yakonov-Perel relaxation time.13 kFðvFÞ is the Fermi mo-

mentum (velocity) while D ¼ v2
Fs=2 is the diffusion con-

stant. Briefly, Dxc- and C-terms describe spin precession

around the exchange field and BR, respectively. B-term cou-

ples spin and charge degrees of freedom, leading to the elec-

trical spin generation and spin-Hall effect. C-term provides a

higher order correction to the precessional motion described

by the first two terms. R-term contributes to a magnetizationa)aurelien.manchon@kaust.edu.sa
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renormalization. su ¼ 1=D2
xcs is the transverse spin dephas-

ing time in a weak ferromagnet.14 As a boundary condition

observed in experiments,15 the nonequilibrium spin density

vanishes at the transverse edges along the y direction.

We have shown in a recent work that reducing the width

of the magnetic film dramatically modifies the relative mag-
nitude of the in-plane and perpendicular torques in the weak

Rashba limit.6 Here, we argue that reducing the size of the

device further changes the symmetry of the torque. To sup-

port our argument, we plot in Fig. 2 the spatial distribution

of the spin torque density along the y axis in the yz–plane,

for various magnetization directions in both weak

(Dxc � akF) and strong (Dxc � akF) coupling regimes. In

Fig. 1(b), the spin torque density T ¼ T/ê/ þ Thêh is in a

spherical coordinate that is more general than Eq. (1). On the

right column of Fig. 2, Th is robust in the bulk, resulting

from a robust nonequilibrium spin density Sy driven by the

spin-galvanic effect discussed by Edelstein.16 This effect dis-

appears towards the boundaries, as imposed by the boundary

conditions.15

An important feature in Fig. 2 appears to be the nonvan-

ishing spin torque at the edges even when the magnetization

m is parallel to BR, see the deep blue curves. In general, as

the angle between the exchange field m and BR closes, the

spin torque amplitude decreases. For a strong spin-orbit cou-

pling, the spin-Hall effect drives oppositely polarized spin

densities Sz accumulating at opposite edges.8 In our finite-

size device, within the distance of spin-flip relaxation length

from the edges, the spin density Sz distributed along the y
direction generates a nonvanishing local spin torque at the

edges even when m is aligned parallel to BR. As the

spin-orbit coupling weakens, torques at m k BR driven by the

spin-Hall effect become negligible, see Fig. 2(a). Meanwhile,

as the sample size increases L� ksf , the expression
�T/ðm¼yÞ ¼ ð1=LÞ

Ð y¼L
y¼L=2

T/ðm¼yÞdy exponentially decreases, see

inset in Fig. 2(c). Another feature is the inhomogeneous pro-

file of T/, which is driven by the competition between the

spin-Hall effect and spin precession around the total field. The

spin-Hall effect (precession around the total field) is dominant

in the strong (weak) Rashba regime. When m ¼ ẑ, spin den-

sity Sz does not contribute to the spin-Hall induced torque and

the in-plane torque becomes homogeneous, as confirmed by

the solid black line in Fig. 2(c). In a finite-size device, these

effects contribute to the angular dependence discussed in the

following.

First, in an infinite system with a weak Rashba spin-

orbit coupling, once the anisotropy in spin relaxation rates

due to the D’yakonov-Perel mechanism is quenched, Eq. (3)

gives rise to a torque described by Eq. (1).6 However, as the

spin relaxation rate becomes anisotropic, the torque assumes

a complex angular dependence. By setting $xy ¼ ẑ � eE@�x̂,

Eq. (3) reduces to

1

sD
S�mþ 1

su
m� ðS�mÞ þ 1

sxy
Sxxþ 1

sxy
Syŷ þ 1

sz
Szẑ ¼ X;

(4)

where sD ¼ 1=Dxc and last three terms on the left hand

side subscribe to both the D’yakonov-Perel mechanism and

spin relaxation induced by random magnetic impurities:

s�1
xy ¼s�1

DPþs�1
sf and s�1

z ¼2s�1
DPþs�1

sf . On the right hand side,

X � neE

�F
ðBŷ þ CPFm� ŷ �mþ 2CPFŷ �mþ 2RmymÞ;

(5)

where PF is the spin polarization at Fermi energy �F.

Analytical solutions to Eq. (4) in the strong coupling limit

(B;C� C;R) gives rise to a spin torque of the form

T ¼ neE

�F
�h½ð ~Cjþ B~bÞŷ �mþ ðBj� ~C~bÞm� ŷ �m

� ahððBj� ~C~bÞmymz þ B~bmxÞm� ẑ �m

þ ~bahð�ð ~Cdþ BÞmymz þ BdmxÞẑ �m�; (6)

where ~C ¼ 2CPF, and other parameters in Eq. (6) are defined

in Ref. 17. Equation (6) comprises one of the major results

in this Letter. The spin torque in Eq. (6) consists of both odd

and even components with respect to the inversion of mag-

netization direction m, which agrees with Eqs. (9) and (10)

proposed by Garello et al. in Ref. 12. In particular, in Eq.

(6), the first term (out-of-plane torque) is a direct conse-

quence of the spin-galvanic effect1,16 meeting magnetism

FIG. 2. Spatial distribution of the Rashba torque along the y axis in a

yz-plane located at the center of the device of size L¼ 25 nm. Panels (a) and

(c) refer to the in-plane component (here Tk � T/). Panels (b) and (d) are

for the out-of-plane component (T? � Th). Panels (a) and (b): weak Rashba

regime (a ¼ 0:001 eV nm;Dxc ¼ 0:1 eV). Panels (c) and (d): strong coupling

(a ¼ 0:05 eV nm, Dxc ¼ 0:01 eV). The inset in panel (c) displays: �T/ðm¼yÞ ¼
ð1=LÞ

Ð y¼L
y¼L=2

T/ðm¼yÞdy for different widths. In panels (a), (b), and (d),

T/ðm¼yÞ is multiplied by a factor 10. The Fermi energy is EF ¼ 0:7 eV,

kF ¼ 4:3 nm�1, and vF ¼ 5� 1014 nm s�1. s ¼ 10�15 s and ssf ¼ 10�12 s.

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic view the device cross section. A charge current is

flowing along the x direction, generating an effective Rashba field BR (dot-

ted yellow line) that is pointing to y. L is the size of the lateral dimensions.

(b) Spin torque components T/ and Th in a spherical coordinate, with h and

/ being the azimuthal and the in-plane angle, respectively. Dashed lines

show the magnetization directions considered in this Letter.

252403-2 Pauyac et al. Appl. Phys. Lett. 102, 252403 (2013)
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and the second term (in-plane torque) originates from the

Slonczewski-Berger type spin-transfer torque accounting

spin-dephasing. The last two terms arise mainly from the

anisotropic spin relaxation that allows the generation of spin

density components perpendicular to both m and BR.18 It is

worth pointing out that the relative magnitude of the torque

components is material-dependent and their complex angular

dependence is determined by the anisotropy in spin-

relaxation times. By setting sz 	 sxy (v� 1) to suppress the

anisotropy, the complex angular dependence vanishes and

the torque reduces to

T ¼ neE

�F
ðA?ŷ �mþ Akm� ŷ �mÞ; (7)

where A? ¼ ~Cjþ B~b and Ak ¼ Bj� ~C~b. In our model, this

anisotropic spin relaxation is driven by the D’yakonov-Perel

mechanism in the presence of a Rashba spin-orbit cou-

pling.13 We note here that Eq. (6) is obtained in a sample of

infinite size.

We show in Fig. 3 that the angular dependence of the

Rashba torque exists in a finite-size device, too. In addition,

we also explain in Fig. 3 the symmetry properties of spin tor-

que at sample edges and analyze the angular dependence for

various m in the xz�plane at three particular locations in the

device: in the center at x; y ¼ 12:5 nm to highlight the bulk
values, and two other locations near the edges along y at

x ¼ 12:5 nm.

In the weak Rashba regime, when m is along ẑ, the spin

density components that contribute to the torque show a

symmetric profile.6 As m moves towards the x̂ direction, the

spin density generated perpendicular to ðm;BRÞ points to the

ẑ direction. In contrast to the case when m ¼ ẑ, the faint

presence of spin-Hall effect, however, renders the profile on

one edge more negative than the other, which contributes to

the angular dependence at the device edge, as depicted by

the open and filled black dots in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). In the

strong Rashba regime, the spin-Hall effect is dominating,

producing a more pronounced angular dependence, as shown

by the open and filled black dots in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d).

To illustrate the above effects when the magnetization is

in the xz�plane, we study the angular dependence in the

bulk for different device sizes (in Fig. 3, L ¼ 25 nm and

L ¼ 1, only). In the strong Rashba regime, D’yakonov-

Perel spin relaxation rules, the angular dependence is pro-

nounced and insensitive to the change in device size, which

shall eventually approach the limit characterized by Eq. (6).

In contrast, in the weak Rashba regime, the relaxation rate is

mostly isotropic, which results in a weak angular dependence

vanishing as the size increases. These numerical results are

consistent with the argument that the angular dependence of

spin torque in the bulk is driven by the anisotropy in spin

relaxation rate. Furthermore, in a finite system with isotropic

spin relaxation rates, oscillations may arise due to edge

effects diffusing towards the center and such a phenomenon

is better seen in the weak Rashba regime depicted in the inset

in Fig. 3(a).

We summarize in Fig. 4 the angular dependence of the

spin torque density in the bulk as m rotates in the xz�, xy�,

and yz� planes. First we describe the strong Rashba regime

where a general trend emerges: the in-plane component Tk has

a more pronounced angular dependence than T?, see Figs.

4(c) and 4(d). For the parameters used here (sDP � ssf ; s/),

we reduce the expressions by taking �h 	 ð1þ cos2hÞ=2, and

obtain

T
xyðxzÞ
k 	 neE

�F

Ak
2
ð1þ cos2 hÞ; Tyz

k 	
neE

�F
Ak; (8)

T
xyðxzÞðyzÞ
? 	 neE

�F

~bBþ ~Cj
cos2h

2

� �
; (9)

which indicates that the angular dependence is determined

by Ak and A? components, respectively. In the weak Rashba

regime (B 
 0) the angular dependence is driven by higher

order terms, i.e., the variation of the in-plane torque in the

yz�plane is much more significant due to the R�term contri-

bution, see Fig. 4(a).

FIG. 4. Angular dependence in the bulk as m varies in the xz, xy, and yz
planes for L ¼ 25 nm and L ¼ 1. The horizontal axis is defined as / (h) for

the xy (xz and yz) case(s). Panels (a) and (c): in-plane torque; panels (b) and

(d): out-of-plane torque. Panels (a) and (b): weak Rashba regime; panels (c)

and (d): strong Rashba regime. Tij refers to the spin torque when m is in the

ij� plane.

FIG. 3. Angular dependence of spin torque as m varies in the xz�plane in a

system with L ¼ 25 nm. Panels (a) and (c): in-plane torque; panels (b) and

(d): out-of-plane component. Panels (a) and (b): weak Rashba regime; panels

(c) and (d): strong Rashba regime. Solid red curves are taken at the center of

the device. Empty and solid black dots are taken at positions near two edges

along the y direction. Insets in panels (a) and (b) refer to the zoom in of solid

red and solid cyan curves (L ¼ 1). Solid green lines display the magnitude

of the average spin torque, defined as hTkð?Þi ¼ ð1=LÞ
Ð L

0
Tkð?Þdy, for

L ¼ 25 nm.
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In conclusion, in a finite-size quasi-two-dimensional

Rashba spin torque device, we have shown that the spin tor-

que is nonvanishing at the edges of the sample even when the

magnetization and the effective Rashba field are parallel, due

to the spin-Hall effect. Furthermore, the symmetry and angu-

lar dependence of the spin torque are in general complex and

consisting of more than the commonly accepted in-plane and

out-of-plane components. In an infinite system, we have

obtained an analytical expression for the spin-orbit torque that

shows both odd and even components against magnetization

inversion and agrees favorably with the empirical expression

derived from experiments. We expect that results presented in

this Letter not only provide a better understanding to the key

mechanisms behind the experimental observations but also

shed light on the design of realistic spin-orbit torque devices.

We thank I. M. Miron, K. Garello, K.-J. Lee, H.-W.

Lee, P. M. Haney, and M. D. Stiles for valuable discussions.
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